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Abstract1
Due to increased susceptibility to soft errors in recent
semiconductor technologies, techniques for detecting and
recovering from errors are required. Roll-back Recovery with
Checkpointing (RRC) is one well known technique that
copes with soft errors by taking and storing checkpoints
during execution of a job. Employing this technique, increases the average execution time (AET), i.e. the expected
time for a job to complete, and thus impacts performance.
To minimize the AET, the checkpointing frequency is to
be optimized. However, it has been shown that optimal
checkpointing frequency depends highly on error probability.
Since error probability cannot be known in advance and can
change during time, the optimal checkpointing frequency
cannot be known at design time. In this paper we present
techniques that are adjusting the checkpointing frequency
on-line (during operation) with the goal to reduce the
AET of a job. A set of experiments have been performed
to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed techniques.
The results have shown that these techniques adjust the
checkpointing frequency so well that the resulting AET is
close to the theoretical optimum.
I. Introduction
Recent semiconductor technologies have enabled fabrication of integrated circuits (ICs) that contain a very
large number of transistors. These ICs offer a wide range
of functionalities and provide high performance, which is
usually achieved by implementing several processor cores
on the same silicon die. While recent technologies enable
fabrication of such powerful ICs, it has been noted that
ICs manufactured using recent technologies are becoming
increasingly susceptible to soft errors, [4], [6]. Therefore
techniques for dealing with soft errors are required.
One well known technique that detects and recovers
from soft errors is Roll-back Recovery with Checkpointing (RRC). This technique proposes taking and storing
checkpoints while a job is being executed. A checkpoint
represents a snapshot of the current state of the job
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at the time when the checkpoint is taken. To enhance
error detection, a job is executed simultaneously on two
independent processor nodes. If an error occurs, the error
is detected by comparing the checkpoints taken from both
processor nodes, because it is highly unlikely that both
processor nodes experience the same error. Once an error
is detected the job is restarted (rolled-back) from the last
taken checkpoint. The cost of employing this technique
is the need of two processor nodes and the extra time
for taking and comparing the checkpoints, and eventual
roll-back. The time cost is related to the checkpointing
frequency. Higher checkpointing frequency enables errors
to be detected earlier, because of the shorter intervals
between checkpoints, and reduces the time spent in reexecution, but it increases the overall time cost due to the
more frequent checkpointing and comparison operations.
Lower checkpointing frequency reduces the total amount
of checkpoints during the execution of the job and thereby
the cost imposed of the checkpointing and comparison
operations, but the penalty paid in case of an error is increased since there is a larger interval between checkpoints
which will have to be re-executed.
In [8] is shown that it is possible to calculate an optimal
number of checkpoints, and thus an optimal checkpointing frequency, for a given error probability and a faultfree execution time. Employing the optimal checkpointing
frequency minimizes the average execution time (AET),
i.e. the expected time for a job to complete. Many papers
have addressed the problem of finding the optimal checkpointing frequency, [1], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15] and they have reported that the optimal checkpointing
frequency highly depends on the failure rate (error probability). However in reality, the error probability cannot be
known at design time and it can further change during
time in operation. Therefore in this paper we present
techniques that adjust the checkpointing frequency on-line
(during operation) with the goal to minimize the AET.
II. Preliminaries
We assume an MPSoC architecture, described in Figure 1, which consists of n processor nodes, a shared
memory, and a compare & control unit. The processor
nodes are general-purpose processor nodes that include
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Figure 1: MPSoC architecture with n processor nodes,
a shared memory and a compare & control unit
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Figure 2: Execution segments and checkpoint intervals
private memory, and the shared memory, which is common for all processor nodes, is used for communication
between processors. The compare & control unit, added
for fault tolerance, detects whether errors have occurred
by comparing the contexts (checkpoints) of two processors
executing the same job at predetermined intervals. We
address errors that occur in the processors, and we assume
that errors that occur elsewhere (buses and memories) can
be handled by other fault-tolerant techniques such as error
correction codes.
In RRC, each job is executed concurrently on two processors and a number of checkpoints are inserted to detect
errors. A given job is divided into a number of execution
segments and between every execution segment there is a
checkpoint interval. The checkpoint interval represents the
time required to take a checkpoint. Figure 2 illustrates the
execution segments and the inserted checkpoint intervals.
When a job is executed and a checkpoint is reached, both
processors send their respective contexts to the compare
& control unit. The compare & control unit compares
the contexts. If the contexts differ, meaning that an error
has occurred during the last execution segment, the last
execution segment is to be re-executed. In the case that
the contexts of the processors do not differ, meaning that
there is no error, the execution proceeds with the next
execution segment.
As discussed earlier in section I, checkpointing at higher
or lower frequency impacts the time cost in different manners. In [8], Väyrynen et al. have addressed the problem
of obtaining an optimal number of checkpoints that minimizes the average execution time (AET). They proposed
a mathematical framework for the analysis of AET, and
presented an equation for computing the optimal number
of checkpoints. The AET when applying RRC on a job is
given as:
AET (P, T ) =

T + nc × (2 × τb + τc + τoh )
p
nc
(1 − P )2

(1)

where P is the error probability per time unit, T is the
fault-free execution time, nc is the number of checkpoints,
and τb , τc and τoh are time parameters due to checkpoint
overhead. Given Eq. (1), Väyrynen et al. showed that the
optimal number of checkpoints (nc ) is given as:
s
2 × T × ln(1 − P )
2
nc (P, T ) = − ln(1−P )+ (ln(1 − P )) −
2 × τb + τc + τoh
(2)

Using the optimal number of checkpoints, nc , (Eq. (2)),
the optimal AET can be calculated with Eq. (1).
The computation of optimal number of checkpoints,
and thus optimal checkpointing frequency, requires the
following parameters: error probability (P ), fault-free execution time (T ), and parameters for checkpoint overhead
(τb , τc and τoh ). The parameters for checkpoint overhead
can be estimated at design time; however it is difficult
to accurately estimate error probability. The real error
probability cannot be known at design time, it is different
for different ICs, and it is not constant through the lifetime
of an IC [1] [2] [3] [5].
III. Techniques for on-line adjustment of
checkpointing frequency
As shown in the previous section, optimal checkpointing
frequency depends on the error probability. Since error
probability cannot be known in advance, and it can change
during time in operation, the optimal checkpointing frequency cannot be known at design time. Therefore in this
section we present two on-line techniques that adjust the
checkpointing frequency during operation with the aim to
optimize RRC. These techniques adjust the checkpointing
frequency based on estimates on error probability generated during operation. One way to provide accurate
error probability estimates is to extend the architecture
described earlier (Figure 1) by employing a history unit
that keeps track on the number of successful (no error)
executions of execution segments (ns ) and the number
of erroneous execution segments (execution segments that
had errors) (ne ). Having these statistics, error probability
can be estimated during time, periodically or aperiodically.
Thus we propose a periodic approach,Periodic Probability
Estimation (PPE), and an aperiodic, Aperiodic Probability Estimation (APE). For both approaches we need some
initial parameters, i.e. initial estimate on error probability
and adjustment period. It should be noted, that the
adjustment period is kept constant for PPE, while for APE
it is tuned over time.
A. Periodic Probability Estimation
PPE assumes a fixed adjustment period,Tadj , and estimates the error probability,pest , using the following expression:
ne
(3)
pest =
ne + ns
where ns is the number of successful (no error) executions
of execution segments and ne is the number of erroneous
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Figure 3: Graphical presentation of PPE
Figure 4: Graphical presentation of APE
execution segments. As can be seen from Figure 3 estimates on error probability, pest , are calculated periodically
at every Tadj . The value of pest is used to obtain the
optimal number of checkpoints, nc , by applying Eq. (2).
During an adjustment period, nc equidistant checkpoints
are taken. So the checkpointing frequency is adjusted
periodically (after every Tadj ) according to the changes
of the error probability estimates.
B. Aperiodic Probability Estimation
APE adjusts the checkpointing frequency by elaborating
on both Tadj and pest . The idea for this approach comes
from the following discussion. As this approach estimates
the error probability, it is expected that during operation
the estimates will converge to the real values, so we should
expect changes on the estimated error probability during
time. These changes can be used to adjust the length of
Tadj . If the estimates on error probability start decreasing,
that implies that less errors are occurring and then we
want to decrease the checkpointing frequency, so we increase the adjustment period (the checkpointing frequency
is determined as number of checkpoints during adjustment
period, nc /Tadj ). On the other hand, if the estimates on
error probability start increasing, that implies that errors
occur more frequently, and to reduce the time spent in reexecution we want to increase the checkpointing frequency,
so we decrease the adjustment period.
If the control & compare unit encounters that error
probability has not changed in two successive adjustment
periods, it means that during both adjustment periods
the system has done a number of checkpoints which is
greater than the optimal one. This can be observed by the
following relation which is derived from Eq. (2):
2 × nc (P, Tadj ) > nc (P, 2 × Tadj )

(4)

In APE, error probability is estimated in the same
manner as PPE, i.e. using Eq. (3). What distinguishes
this approach from PPE, is that the adjustment period
is updated during time. Eq. (5) describes the scheme for
updating the adjustment period.

if

pesti+1 > pesti

then

Tadji+1 = Tadji − Tadji × α
else
Tadji+1 = Tadji + Tadji × α

(5)

The APE approach is illustrated in Figure 4. After every
Tadj time units, the control & compare unit, computes a
new error probability estimate (pesti+1 ) using the Eq. (3).
The latest estimate (pesti+1 ) is then compared against the
previous value (pesti ). If estimation of error probability
increases, meaning that during the last adjustment period,
(Tadji ), more errors have occurred, the next adjustment
period, (Tadji+1 ), should be decreased to avoid expensive
re-executions. However, if the estimation of error probability decreases or remains the same, meaning that less or no
errors have occurred during the last adjustment period,
(Tadji ), the next adjustment period, (Tadji+1 ), should be
increased to avoid excessive checkpointing. The new value
for the adjustment period (Tadji+1 ) together with the latest
estimate on error probability (pesti+1 ) are used to calculate
the optimal number of checkpoints, nc , that should be
taken during the following adjustment period.
IV. Experimental Results
To conduct experiments and thus evaluate the accuracy of the presented techniques we have developed a
simulator tool. The simulator uses the following inputs:
initial estimated error probability, p, adjustment period,
Tadj , real error probability distribution, P , and fault-free
execution time for the simulated job, T . We have simulated
three approaches: Periodic Probability Estimation (PPE),
Aperiodic Probability Estimation (APE), and Baseline
Approach (BA). Each approach uses the following inputs:
initial estimated error probability, p, and adjustment period, Tadj . PPE and APE were described earlier in III-A
and III-B respectively. BA uses its inputs, i.e. the initial
estimated error probability, p, and the adjustment period,
Tadj , and computes an optimal number of checkpoints, nc ,
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Figure 5: Relative deviation from optimal AET (%) for
constant real error probability P = 0.01

for these inputs using Eq. (2). Further, it takes checkpoints
at a constant frequency nc /Tadj , so no adjustments are
done during execution.
We made experiments to determine an appropriate value
for α parameter in APE. The experiment was repeated for
different values for the real error probability and for the
adjustment period Tadj , and it was found that out of the
considered values, α = 0.15 provided the best results, i.e.
the lowest deviation from optimal AET.
We conducted two sets of experiments. In the first set,
we have examined the behavior of the approaches when
the real error probability is constant during time, while
in the second set, the real error probability changes over
time, following a predefined profile.To get the AET for the
simulated approaches, each approach is simulated for 1000
times with the same inputs.
In the first set of experiments, we compare the three
simulated approaches: PPE, APE and BA against the optimal solution in terms of AET (%). The optimal solution
is obtained by using the equations proposed by Väyrynen
et al. [8] and using the real error probability, P , and faultfree execution time, T , as inputs for these equations. In
Figure 5 we present on the y-axis the deviation of the
AET obtained from the simulated approaches, relative to
the optimal AET in %. On the x-axis we present the
difference between the initial estimated error probability, p, and the real error probability, P . We assume a
constant real error probability, P = 0.01, and fault-free
execution time T = 1000000 time units. We choose the
adjustment period to be Tadj = 1000 time units, and
then simulate the approaches with different values for the
initial estimated error probability, p. One can observe from
Figure 5 that APE and PPE always perform better than
the BA approach, and they do not deviate much from
the optimal solution. Furhter, Figure 5 shows that APE
performs slightly better than PPE.

In the second set of experiments, we have examined the
behavior of the approaches when real error probability
changes over time. For this purpose, we define different
error probability profiles showing how error probability
changes over time, and then we run simulations for each
of these profiles. Three probability profiles are presented
in Table I. We assume that the probability profiles are
repeated periodically over time. The results in Table II
present the deviation of the AET obtained from the simulated approaches, relative to the fault-free execution time
in %. For these simulations, we choose the adjustement
period to be Tadj = 1000 time units and the initial
estimated error probability to be equal to the real error
probability at time 0, i.e. p = P (0). We assume fault-free
execution time of T = 1000000 time units. As can be seen
from Table II, both PPE and APE perform far better than
BA, with a very small deviation in average execution time
relative to the fault-free execution time. Again we notice
that APE gives slightly better results than PPE approach.
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Table I: Error probability profiles

Probability Profile
P1
P2
P3

Approaches
Baseline
PPE
55.93%
4.50%
50.69%
4.53%
56.02%
4.65%

APE
2.84%
2.74%
2.50%

Table II: Relative deviation from fault-free execution
time (%) for variable real error probability

V. Conclusion
Fault tolerance becomes a challenge with the rapid development in semiconductor technologies. However, many
fault tolerance techniques have a negative impact on
performance. For one such technique, Roll-back Recovery
with Checkpointing, which inserts checkpoints to detect
and recover from errors, the checkpointing frequency is to
be optimized to mitigate the negative impact on performance. However, the checkpointing frequency depends on
error probability which cannot be known in advance.

In this paper we have proposed two techniques that
adjust the checkpointing frequency during operation with
the aim to reduce the average execution time. These two
techniques are a periodic approach, where the adjustment
is done periodically based on the error probability that
is estimated after every Tadj , and an aperiodic approach
where Tadj is tuned over time. To perform experiments
we have implemented a simulator. The simulator runs
the proposed approaches given the following inputs: initial
estimated error probability, adjustment period, real error
probability and expected fault-free execution time of the
simulated job. By presenting the results from the simulator, we demonstrate that both proposed techniques achieve
results comparable to the theoretical optimum. From
the results we also notice, that the proposed aperiodic
approach gives slightly better results than the periodic
approach, in terms of average execution time.
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